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DUCKL INGS

AND

QUINCY

" DUCK  I S  A  L I T T L E

WE I RD  BU T  I T ' S  GOOD ,

HONES T L Y "

Computer and his duck.- 



“You and me, we are more
than friends. We are like a

small travel gang!”
Faith And The Charleston.-

MIT
Harvard 

 



Boston Trip
TS62 Honolulu 
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The aesthetic journey

On Saturday, June 29, 2019 the Thai

Scholars ‘62 visited one of the most

historical cities in America: Boston.

 

Our journey started in the beautiful

Boston Commons. We wandered

around the city and visited the Boston

Public Library. In the library, we were

able to see amazing artwork and

architecture unlike what we have

ever seen before. The library  was so

extensive, it was impossible for us to

explore every room in the time we

had. Hopefully, we can go back soon

and discover more! 

 

 

By Honolulu TS62

Honolulu in the

Boston Public

Library

 



In the afternoon, our lovely

Honolulu group traveled by the

historical Boston subway to

Kendall station where the famous

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) is located. We

then had lunch at a well-known

Mexican grill, Chipotle. We met

our Thai scholar senior, who

studied at MIT. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 They walked us through the campus and shared the history of

different parts of the college. Although we did not have a lot of time

to see everything we wanted, we really enjoyed our trip and are

looking forward to visiting Boston soon!



THE JOURNEY TO BOSTON
MON T GOMER Y  N EWS L E T T E R
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FISRT TRIP OF TS62

On June 29th ,2019. Thai scholars had a chance

to hit the road to Boston , Massachusetts. 

This is the first trip for us to go on visiting other

city in the U.S.

 

And as a discussion group we decided to go to

places as we planned.

MONTGOMERY AS WE GO

For our group , Montgomery.

We visited many landmarks in Boston like

Chinatown
Trinity Church
Boston City Park
Boston Public library
Then , we met other groups for college visiting

together at 

MIT-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

 



The food was very delicious,

we really enjoy the dishes.

And all the people there at

the restaurant is also Thai so

we can speak Thai to them

without breaking The

English Promise.

 

This somehow reminded us

as a "Home"

 

We decided to go for a lunch at

the Thai restaurant called 

"Mon Tian"

EATING
THAI FOOD

CHINA TOWN WALKING
 

The first place in Boston that

we went to was China Town.

 

We went by many Asian stores

but we finally stopped at the

Bubble Milk Tea Shop.

 

We ordered a lot of drinks

which are really refreshing and

delicious.

They are almost as good as

Bubble Milk Tea in Thailand.
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After we finished our lunch, we went for a walk around

and passed by many places which were 

Trinity Church, Boston City Park and Boston Public library.

 

They are all very beautiful places that worth visiting.

 



GO TO MIT!
We went to MIT

by the Boston subway 

and this is the first time for us to ever went anywhere

by a train in U.S.
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We met other groups to visit MIT together and have a campus tour with our

former TS as a guide.  

 

We had visited many places such as MIT libraries and the biggest lecture room.

We, Montgomery. 

We are gladful and really enjoy visiting Boston

and we will remember all the fun times and good

memories that we have together on this journey.

All appreciated.

 

 

Best Regards,

Montgomery.



BOSTON TRIP
JUNE 2019

29
It's New Orleans 
discussion group

TRIP W ITH GOOD FRIENDS

GOOD MEMORIES



NEW ORLEANS? TRIP TO BOSTON

W ITH LOVE

We arrived in Boston at around 10 in the morning. We alighted 
the bus and then walked past the public park. It was a really long walk, 
but we got to see the beautiful views of the city. We arrived at the 
library later than expected. We decided that we would hang around the 
library for an hour. There were a lot of pretty mural paintings and we 
took pictures. After we reconvened and walked to the train station we 
decided that we did not have enough time for Harvard, so we went 
straight to MIT.

Once we arrived at the MIT station, we stopped at this dining 
place called Chipotle. It mostly sells Mexican take-away food, but we 
queued in a very long line. We all thought it tasted strange and exotic. 
We were waiting for the other discussion groups to arrive so we stayed 
at the restaurant for some time. Great Bostonian vibes!

We walked from the restaurant to MIT. It was pretty close by 
actually. Our tour guides were Thai scholars who came before as. They 
decided that the English promise will not apply temporarily and gave us 
permission to speak Thai. We sure had a lot of fun speaking our own 
language. The seniors then gave us a broad overview of the university 
academy and campus life. We were surprised to learn that MIT students 
love pranks (although they have safety policies in place). After that, the 
seniors gave us all a chance to ask questions. We walked to the 
underground tunnel, which was pretty creepy, to get to the main dome. 

GUN, MANOW, PIN, JULIA, MARK, PLENG, SANG



-  P h i l a d e l p h i a  -  

BOSTON 
TRIP

B o s t o n  t r i p  &  M I T  c a m p u s  t o u r

I

HOT POT BUFFET, 
BOSTON - CHINATOWN
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Harvard University 

We went to Harvard University which is well-known and the oldest university in the United States.  We

took pictures with John Harvard Statue and the Harry Elkins Widener Memorial Library. It  is  known that

we will  be lucky if  we touch John Harvard's shoes!

       Chinatown was the first place that we went to in

Boston. When we arrived in Chinatown, we went straight to

a hotpot place that we'd chosen while planning the trip.

The pork and the fishballs were amazing. Our TA Sam was

shocked to learn how much Thais can eat at hotpot buffets.



Go to MIT

Subway

Our trip to MIT!

And we finally came to our destination of Boston trip, MIT

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology). We have eminent

college guides: our TS seniors. We have learned many things from

college trip including MIT hack. Many of us hope that we will be

admitted by the college.

We traveled from a place to another place in Boston by the Red

Line subway. It’s our first time to travel via subway in the US. It’s

different a lot from the subway in Thailand, especially the fare.

The fare here is more expensive!





Williamsbur
A da  i  B to



Boston 
Chinatown

Boston 
Underground Train

Chinese are everywhere, 
luckily, they brought Bubble 
Tea here too!

Boston State House : This is the first spot near us when we arrived in Boston.

A trip from South Station to 
Central Station



These pictures are taken at MIT, a dream college of many Thai scholars. 
The campus was beautiful. The building in the pictures is MIT's Great 
Dome. The dome is one of the most recognizable of MIT landmarks. It is 
also a frequent target of 'hacks.'

“Getting an Education 
from MIT is like taking a 
drink from a Fire Hose.”

Massachusetts Institute of Technology : MIT

Mae Asian 
Eatery Restaurant

Taste of Motherland!

We had Thai official meal 
for the first time since we 
came to the US. It was like 
real Thai food! We felt so 
nostalgic.

Most importantly, we want 
to thank Amo, our group’s 
TA, for paying this meal for 
us.
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